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STITCHING
Simple

“Keeping you in Stitches”

b y  A n d i  M e t z

Wine Bottle Bag and 
Glass Charms

You will need:
14543 Celebration Scroll-Red  .....................................1/4 yard
14543 Celebration Scroll-Gray ....................................1/4 yard 
14544 Mini Glasses-Black ............................................1/8 yard
14547 Grapes & Wine Bottles -Black ..........................1/2 yard
14548 Mini Grape Leaves-Black ..................................1/8 yard
1/2” soft Ribbon ..............................................................30” 
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 Right side of fabric     Wrong side of fabric

 Use .25” Seam Allowance

Wine Bag:
A Celebration Scroll-Red Bag Top-Cut (1) 3” x 12”  
B Celebration Scroll-Gray Drawstring Channel-Cut (1) 1.5” x 12.50”
C Grapes & Wine Bottles-Black Bag Body-Cut (1) 13” x 12”
D Celebration Scroll-Gray Handle-Cut (1) 2.5” x 18”
F Mini Grape Leaves-Black Charm circle
E Cut template circles (4) of each color A-F (This will make a set of 4 charms)

1. Fold under .25” of A bag top and fold over another .25”. Press and top stitch.

2.With right sides together, pin and sew A bag top to C bag body making sure your finished edge is at the top. Press 
seam towards A bag top. 

3. Fold under and iron .25” on both long edges of B drawstring channel. Fold in .5” on both short ends. Top stitch the 
short ends.
Pin top edge of B drawstring channel to seam of C/A bag body on the wrong side of the fabric, making sure the channel 
is centered so the short edge isn’t in the seam allowance.  Top stitch B to C/A on both top and bottom of C, starting 
1/4”in from edge and ending 1/4” from the other edge. 

4. Fold in half with right sides together. Sew the two raw edges of the bag. Be sure to leave an opening at the drawstring 
channel. Flatten seam allowance and tuck under channel, top stitch the over the tucked seam allowance and channel.

Top stitched edge 

Align top edge of
drawstring channel with seam.
 
Tuck in seam allowance at 
channel.  Top stitch top and 
bottom edge.

Start and stop 1/4” from edge of channel

Fold in half, right 
sides together. Sew 
on two raw edges. 
Leave open at the 
drawstring cover, 
noted by the dots.

Leave
open
between
dots

With seam facing 
you, tuck seam 
allowance under 
channel, topstitch.
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5. With bag folded and seam facing you, mark each fold with a fabric marker. It should measure 2.75” from seam 
allowance. This will be where you will eventually attach the handle.

6. Pull out bottom corners and re-flatten, Sew across 1” in from pointed edge. Trim of excess.

7. Fold under .25” along top and bottom long edges of D handle. Press.
Fold under .25” along short edges of D handle. Press.
Fold handle in half and topstitch along the long edge.

 8. Place D handle inside bag so the end of the handle meets the seam C/A at the mark from step 5. Repeat for other 
end of D hancle to the other mark. Pin to bag. Top stitch each side of D handle at the A/C seam and also at top of bag, 
so it is secured in two spots. **Do not sew into the channel.

9. Thread ribbon through the drawstring channel. Tie a knot on each end. 
Fill with wine bottle and Cheers to uncorking your best sewing project yet!!

Glass Charms/Coaster - fits a 3.25” base 
1. You will need 5 circles per charm: Trace circles. Fold circle in half, wrong sides together, press. 
Repeat for 3 more circles. 

2. Place one circle right side up, this is the backing. Place folded circle on top of backing. Place next 
folded circle rotating 90°. Repeat, rotating the next folded circle 90°. Repeat again for last folded circle 
and tuck one edge under first folded circle. 

3. Pin and Sew around edge using a .25” seam allownce. Clip curves & turn right side out thru the 

With seam facing 
you, mark sides for 
handle.
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Thank you for sewing with me!

For more patterns and art, visit me at www.andimetz.com

©2023 Simple Stitching
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